Casa Coste Piane
Visits
This visit at Casa Coste Piane took place in
April, 2012.
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Here at Louis/Dressner, we're dedicated to getting as much bang for our buck as we can from these
trips, so the plan was to visit Loris Follador of Casa Coste Piane approximately five hours after
landing in Venice. So after a 9 hour flight, we grabbed the rental cars and it was a two hour drive to
the lovely town of Conegliano. After an hour nap, it was time to drive to the famous village of
Valdobbiadene!

I was excited, because if there's one thing I drank the most in 2011 (and the first third of 2012), it's
Coste Piane. It never fails me, and I drink it almost every opportunity I get. It's gotten so bad that I
was recently pulled aside by our Self Consumption Director Eddie Wrinkerman (S.C.D), who told me
that I needed to leave some for the customers.
The visit began with Loris heartily greeting us, then almost immediately sitting us down in his dining
room to taste Prosecco and eat lunch.

Food was not part of the plan, and everyone had just eaten in the anticipation of the visit. Well,
everyone except me, who had napped instead (cause I'm smart). So after a 2010 bottle for the
aperitif, a true feast began, which started off with this pan seared salami on a bed of local Friar's
Beard.

It was delicious. Another fun thing was the opportunity to try Loris' new Brichet cuvée.

Brichet is a single vineyard of 50+ year old vines just outside of the village. Loris rents them from an

old guy who recently retired, and they've been worked organically for years. The soils are composed
of sandy limestone with red earth. Brichet is just as easy to drink as the base cuvée, but a little more
structured, with pronounced minerality.
Having the group sit down for a meal gave Loris the opportunity to give us some insight on the
estate. Coste Piane was founded by his grandfather; in those days, all sparkling wine from the village
was made completely dry, with a méthode traditionelle secondary fermentation in bottle. But at
some point in Loris' lifetime, two major changes occured: people began to develop a taste for a much
sweeter style of Prosecco, and cave cooperatives began dominating local production. Today, almost
all Prosecco is chaptalized and carbonated in the chermat method.
By the time Loris took over the estate in the late 70's, things were taking a turn for the worst. Since
most vigniaoli were selling their grapes to a coop, the more they had to sell the better, which led
many to aim for the highest yields possible (Loris then explained that Prosecco vines are already
incredibly high yielding, and that you really need to act responsibly if you want the juice to retain
any complexity). And with the dominance of chemical agricultural practices that began post-war
(which became the norm in the region in the late 70s early 80s), chemical fertilizers were incredibly
popular to beef up yields. But Loris was unfazed: he's always worked the vineyards organically and
made the wine naturally. When he started, only 3 producers in Valdobbiadene worked traditionally.
Now there are about 20, which makes him happy.
After lunch it was time to check out the vines.

This is what the 60 year old vines look like:

We also checked out some incredibly beautiful 120 year old vines that are apparently still very
productive:

While most have shifted to intensive monoculture, Loris continues to let grass, wild flowers and
various root vegetables grow free. Free roaming chickens and ducks hang out in the vineyard.

Before swinging by the cellar to taste the 2011's, Loris had to play with his 3 month old puppy.

He was the softest dog I've ever petted in my life, and was adorably cute. The only scary thing was
that he was teething and has these uber-sharp vampire dog teeth. He was chewing on everything he
could (mostly Kevin's shoe and Ian's pant leg).
In the cellar, we got to taste the 2011's. As always, the wine is direct pressed, then racked to
stainless steel and cold fermented until completely dry. The wine ferments in about 12 days then
settles in tank for 4 months. A must (which is usually purchased) is then added to the wine and
bottled immediately, where it referents in bottle. We tasted the 2011 before pre-must, and the wine

was bright, intensely acidic and mineral, qualities that definitely carry over into the final product.
Loris always bottles the wine right after Easter (so just a few days ago! Yay!), so that magic
re-fermentation should be happening as we speak. We ended our visit by drinking two bottles of
2005 to see how the wine ages.
It ages well.

